
● Stand unapologetically for life, including
blocking all Planned Parenthood funding

● Oppose every spending bill that puts us
further into debt

● Scale back ALL federal infringements on the
Second Amendment

● Fight to ensure the integrity of our elections,
and return full authority to the states

● Support an America-first foreign policy and
make sure other countries aren’t taking
advantage of our generosity

● Prevent any future infection-scare-based
lockdowns and mandates based on junk
science, and imposed by power-drunk
officials

● Fight against the deep state and hold
bureaucrats like Anthony Fauci accountable
for lies and  misinformation

● Finish building the wall and secure the border

● Abolish the Department of Education and
return full local control to our schools

● Support term limits for all members of
Congress

● Stop subsidizing “clean” energy and using the
federal gov ernment to harass and over-
regulate our energy industry

● Prevent China and other foreign bad actors
from purchasing land in North Dakota, or
placing themselves in our food and energy
supply chains such as the Fufeng corn-milling
plant

North Dakota needs a BOLD, CONSERVATIVE fighter in Washington, DC. We need to put North
Dakota first and America first! People are tired of typical country-club  politicians who are not willing
to take a stand for America.

My record in the legislature is solid, and my actions back up my words. This year I received a 100%
rating from the American Conservative Union.

As your Senator, I will:

Representative Rick Becker, M.D. is a highly-regarded statesman who has been a bold voice
advocating for freedom and conservatism in North Dakota. First elected to the House in 2012 and
reelected in 2014 and 2018 by wide margins, Dr. Becker has fiercely and consistently fought against
the status quo in the State Capitol. He has been a steadfast example of adhering to a platform of
limited government, personal responsibility, limited taxation, protecting life, and preserving liberty.
Most importantly, he has maintained fidelity to his oath to the federal and state constitutions.

www.RickBecker2022.com
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